Unique links for
SEO promotion on
Google.com

Google.com promotion feature
Links remain the most important ranking factor in the top 10. Who
doesn’t understand that stay ranked in the top -100

Currently, it’s not possible to achieve SEO results for google without
links.

Reference Profile! Important!
A reference profile is a collection of all links pointing at a website and
its individual pages . Also, there is a frequently used alternative of this
term – reference weight.
Important: We don’t create for you a complete reference weight, it’s
another service. We just give you quality links which give the growth
to the top. It may be 1%-50% of your reference weight. Not more. The
most important things are the diversity of links and their growth rates.
There will be no miracles.

What is the profit of using our links?
Based on our experience with links, our offer suites ideally for the
following purposes:
Goal 1: An increase of the trast and the domain rate in whole for
general growth of the site and for giving signals for search engines that
the site can be trusted.
Task 2: A promotion of High-Frequency and Highly Competitive
Search Requests.
Task 3: A Promotion of Mid-Frequency and Highly Competitive Search
Requests.

The main features of our links
- All of them are separated on different hostings, ip, registration dates
and contact details
- Mostly com, net, org, biz
- Mostly Wordpress
- Sites don’t change their subjects after the domain re-registration,
everything remains the same
- The sites theme: specialists, companies, organizations
- We don’t sell more than 20 links from 1 site

Costs and terms
Period

Link placement

The article, 3000

Cost

Main

1 year

$120

-

$120

Through
articles

Perpetual
placement

$45.00

$10.00

$55

- Maximum 20 links outgoing from the domain
- Manual placement only
- Without intermediaries
- No spam in anchor list
- Without prohibited topics

Example: offer for a site
Plans

Main

Through
articles

Cost, 1 year

Extension, 1
year

Trial

0

7

385$

-

Starting

5

5

600+275=875$

600$

Elementary

5

15

600+875=1425$

600$

Average

10

10

1200+550=1750$

1200$

Trust

20

0

2400$

2400$

Article

0

20

1100$

-

The principles of placement
- We don’t show the site, only on ahrefs indicators, themes and features. The
placements are shown only after the payment.
- An annual payment of the placements due to the cost and effectiveness of the links.
- Before selling, we check the recipient, if it does not fall under our internal approval
rules, we refuse to sell the service.
- We don’t sell more than 20 donors for 1 site. If a person addresses with several
sites at once from a “single boat”, then the total will be maximum 20.
- OBL for a domain <20. This means that there won’t be sold more than 5 links from
the main and placed more than 15 articles. Outgoing from the domain will be no
more than 20 links.
- The minimum order shouldn’t be less than 7 placements.
- We work only with non-prohibited topics.
- Sites are not driven by links, there is a threshold for selling links in order to keep
the site in a required condition (Due to that they give more sense than other links).

What link do we have?
Main pages, Ahrefs

What is the trust and positions growth
from the links?
Ahrefs results

How to order?
1) Contact us.
2) Show the site, answer questions.
3) Get an offer for multiple placement options.
4) Choose and pay.
5) Get a report for the placement during 10-15 days.
6) Get the result of the TOP
7) Feel welcomed.

Сontacts
Email: Info@linkbuilding-services.com
Messenger: m.me/artushsk

